
                                   
 

CULTURAL LITERACY: A TRANSFORMATIVE APPROACH.  
 
 

A. Course Title: 
Cultural Literacy: A transformative approach. (3 UG credit hours) 

 
B. Course in the UCM course catalog, page 188. Title, number, and description 
 
EDFL 4000: Special Projects in Education. (1-6) Individual or group study of 
problems in special areas of interest.  May be repeated for a maximum of 6 semester 
hours. *Not available for graduate credit. 
 
C. The academic level. 

Upper Division. 

D. The appropriate academic disciplines for this course. 

• Modern Languages 
• History 
• Sociology, 
• Cultural Anthropology 
• English 
• Nutrition 
• Teacher Educators [all levels]  
• Photography 
• Graphic Design 
• Illustration, Art 

 
E. A syllabus of the course(s), including information on  

i. an outline of course subject matter 
 

Syllabus 
General Outline: 

Using literature, language, visual images and cultural signatures (such as 
music, poetry, dance and sculpture), this course is focused on exploring 
multiple “narratives” to enhance literacy and cultural development. The course 
will be enriched with visits to local historic sites, including the Archbishop’s 
Palace, the Cathedral of Losa Santos Ninos, local markets and other 
landmarks. These experiences will be integrated with an examination of local 
history as it relates to the main topics and wide array of course materials from 
which students can choose. Students will be encouraged to explore content by 
surveying the materials offered.  After consultation with instructors, students 



                                   
 

will then develop a deeper focus on one or two concepts relevant to their 
interests.  
 
Using the European Picture Book Collections (Cotton,2000; 2015),  and other 
primary evidence (including but not limited to news articles, essays, films, 
public records , legal documents, letters and memos)  students will embark on 
a journey of discovery by selecting specific cultures to study using 
investigation, research, observation and interactions with local informants.  
Peer discussions, analytical reflections, seminars and individual journaling will 
be part of the professional growth of both students and instructors. 

 
Specific Learning Outcomes: 

1. Rich explorations into the worlds of communities as expressed through 
multiple formats, histories and narratives.  Some topics include the following 
(but others will be developed): 

a.  Which voices are “heard” in narratives or records?  Which are silenced?  
How does history become part of culture? How does society influence the 
way we view cultures other than our own? How do cultural artifacts (as 
cited above) influence our ability to communicate, appreciate, and 
create? 
 

b. How do artistic signatures inform us about a culture and related 
histories? 
 

c. What do we bring to an exploration of culture?  What experiences and 
views might we need to reflect upon before learning about others? 
 

d. Guest speakers. An early contact would be Mr. Marcio Varela, formerly a 
doctoral candidate at Universidade de Santiago de Compostela in Spain.  I 
was one of three mentors with whom he worked during his research 
semester in 2010 at the University of Central Missouri. His study was a 
complex exploration of the subject of magical realism as it is processed in 
children’s films and children’s literature.  He is currently an associate 
Professor at Cardiff University in the United Kingdom. 

 
2. Flipping reading and observations into writing activities for audiences from early 

childhood to adults (dependent on student interests).  The diverse materials 



                                   
 

examined during the course provide “models” for student projects. Instructors 
consult with whole and small groups, and then move into one-on-one discussions 
as students progress. Students are introduced to in-depth examinations of visual 
imagery (film, illustrations, and art), narrative imagery, story and other textual 
structures (music, letters, poetry, public documents and records). In addition, oral 
histories and local experiences will support further investigations. Learning 
achievement will be demonstrated through a minimum of three student-centered 
assignments. 
 

3. To extend culture and language for non-native speakers – develop a project, 
implementing available technology as appropriate, to be shared in a concluding 
presentation, as well as in their native countries and educational institutions. 
Titled “Cultural Literacy”, the project should reflect the discipline of the 
student, and be relevant to his/her field of study.  Components will be 
measured in the sample rubric, included here, (see evaluation item IV below) 
but these will be adapted as required for each student. 

 
ii. student assignments 

 
Three literacy based projects, tied to interpretations of local explorations (field 
experiences) and related course materials.  Examples might include short essays or 
docu-films; eBooks or iMovies; short stories, paintings or illustrations, lectures or 
other presentations. These assignments will be adjusted once the interests of the 
student group have been determined. 
 

iii. textbooks or other needed materials 
 

European Picture Book Collection from UCM’s Special Collections at the JCK 
Library, with permission of Children’s Librarian and Children’s Literature Festival 
Director, Maya Kucij. (Has been approved, 1/27/2016) 

 
Primary materials available from instructors; YouTube clips; selected films; music; 
internet sources; texts and primary materials accessed on site. 
 

iv. evaluation procedures 
The “in-course assignment assessments are described above.  Here, you will 
find a description and a rubric for scoring the final project. 
 

Cultural Literacy Project (Final) 



                                   
 
Our working definition of cultural literacy: 
Reading, writing, speaking, listening, problem solving, utilizing technology for 
purposeful learning, representing with visual and/or arts skills* and communicating 
effectively with diverse individuals. *Music, dance, film, art or any other semiotic 
system that allows an individual to make and share meaning. This includes clothing 
design and food preparations. 
 
The project must reflect diverse perspectives that demonstrate culturally responsive 
insight.  If, for example, you want to make something about archaeology, you will 
approach your project from the perspective of that discipline, implementing a rich 
assortment of tools and representing contributions and impact on diverse 
populations. (Does your audience know that archaeology is practiced regularly in 
North America, not just ‘somewhere’ else? That different countries have different 
rules about how artifacts must be handled, housed and/or displayed?) If you are 
working with emergent literacy learners, you may be introducing vocabulary, 
grammar rules, or beginning writing strategies. Do all people have the same writing 
systems? Perhaps your audience members wonder why they need World History?  
(Who was Rosie the Riveter and why do we care? Who was Cervantes, and what did 
he contribute to literature?) Can a picture essay capture the power of your experience 
in Spain?  What would be the most important images to share? Once the “theme” of 
your topic is established, create a detailed plan. This might be a story board, 
studies/sketches, drafts of music or writing. Don’t forget to credit any work you use 
either as a model or as “homage” to someone in your field.  You are allowed to work 
in a pairs but larger group projects are discouraged.   

Expectations for the Cultural Literacy Project 
   

Recognize, understand, and value 
the forms of diversity that exist in 
society and their importance in 
writing and other communications 
(such as different semiotic formats, 
found in the arts) for celebrating 
culture, history and society. 
 
“Look fors:” 
Clear identification of a topic or 
theme 
 
Clear identification of a culture or 
an aspect of selected culture. 
 
A clear focus on a selected theme 

The central concepts are 
based on the candidate’s 
discipline (e.g. fine art) and 
developed accordingly.  It is 
expected that the project will 
be cohesive, offering 
powerful insight into the 
student’s experience in 
Spain, as well as 
demonstrating creative 
achievement as a result of 
the course and travel 
experience. 
 
 “Look fors:” 
Care has been taken to 

The materials and 
experiences offered during 
the course have been 
integrated into the final 
project in a form deemed 
appropriate by the student. 
“Look fors:” 
While highly dependent on 
the project, images of local 
landmarks, clips of 
conversations or interviews, 
texts or images, “aha” 
moments and other relevant 
experiences must feature 
somewhere appropriately in 
the project.  All permissions 



                                   
 
for the presentation 
 
A formal literature review citing 
some basic principles or concepts 
utilized in the work. A minimum 
of five references required. 
 
A rationale as to why this this 
topic was selected and is 
important/timely. (Can be brief).  

make the project appealing; 
it is organized, clearly 
finished/polished & is 
engaging. 
 
Feedback during the 
development process with 
instructors has been 
adapted or referenced as 
appropriate to the project. 
This is not meant a critical 
judgement – it is simple 
evidence of interaction 
between instructors and 
students in the educational 
context. 
 
The project is ready for 
presentation to a public 
audience. 

pertaining must be 
included. 
 
A brief reflective paragraph 
sums up the student’s 
experience in Spain.  An 
additional paragraph 
addresses the creation of the 
project and the learning that 
resulted. 
 

 

Scoring Guide for THE CULTURAL LITERACY PROJECT. 

 
General Description of Work in this Score Range Score Range 

Simply outstanding work. It looks like you went above and 
beyond in detail, fresh insight, thoroughness, and perceived 
effort.  Your thoughts are concise, clearly expressed, and 
contain depth of reflection. The essential components of the 
project are in place, with rich, thoughtful strategies and 
procedures.  It is well organized, engaging and creative. Your 
work reflects the cultural topic chosen, has at least one small 
piece of your current experience included, and has proper 
citations in the references (and acknowledges any sources you 
depended on to make your project). Excellent coverage and a 
good reflection in the last two paragraphs. 

95-100 

Well done.  You covered everything that you needed to 
with good thoroughness, clarity, and detail.  Essential 
components of the project are present, and you have 
addressed each requirement.  You may have missed one 
or two points or not gone into quite as much depth as 
you needed to do; perhaps the project has some 
unfinished aspects. You may not have been quite as 

90-94 



                                   
 
strong in the reflective passages requested. See notes. 

This looks good.  You covered what you needed to do for the 
project. A higher score may have been achieved if you had 
included more clarification of your points and/or slightly 
better organization.  You may have missed a few points or not 
addressed some items completely. See notes. 

85-89 

It looks like you made an effort here (thanks for that), but it 
may be missing sections and/or would have benefited from 
further development and/or attention to writing or technical 
mechanics. See notes. 

70-84 

Does not cover all of the basic requirements of the 
assignment very well. See notes. 

60-69 

Not passing 59 or Below 
Some components adapted from Thomas (2012) 

 
 

v. a one paragraph course description describing course content and teaching 
methods 
 

Using literature, language, visual images and cultural signatures (such as 
music, poetry, dance and sculpture), this course is focused on exploring 
multiple “narratives” to enhance literacy and cultural development. The 
course will be enhanced by visits to local historic sites, including the 
Archbishop’s Palace, the Cathedral of Losa Santos Ninos, local markets 
and other landmarks. These experiences will be integrated with an 
examination of local history as it relates to the main topics and wide array 
of course materials from which students can choose. Students will be 
encouraged to explore content by surveying the materials offered.  After 
consultation with instructors, students will then develop a deeper focus on 
one or two concepts relevant to their interests.  
 
Teaching methods will include short lectures (introducing concepts and 
materials): books; video clips; music segments; primary documents and 
other materials collected for the course, including maps.  The two 
instructors will take turns, each in her area of expertise. Interactive 
questioning and seminar style discussion will comprise the bulk of the 



                                   
 

class in whole or small groups.  Work sessions in class will allow 
instructors to brainstorm with students, guide research, and question 
development of ideas and content with the goal of helping students to a 
critical level of thinking; editing, revision, and other project creation will be 
supervised and analyzed.  Field visits to landmarks in the surrounding 
area will be planned to meet the interests of the students enrolled in the 
course; having two instructors allow for more flexibility in these 
experiences. 

 
 


